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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.93.
 New Features

Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF337 Cost Code and Department Billing has been created to show billing

information in Cost Code and Department summaries. Raw data can also be included for reference.

Improvements
1. The Workflow Dashboard has been updated to only show documents which are active for the customer.

2. The Folio has been updated to warn approvers when bookings prior to today will be impacted by approving a request. [#21043]

3. SAM Reports which have been converted into Workforce Reports have been updated with a message to advise. The previous message advised
they were deprecated. [#21897]

4. The Carrier Booking API has been updated with the ability to update scheduled transport times. Note this endpoint is only available as a REST
API.

Please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk for updated documentation and details of how to use this endpoint.

5. The SAM Web Services Profile API has been converted to allow running as a REST API.

6. Workforce Report SRF325 Pending Workflow Requests has been updated with the ability to include output fields in the report. [#23147]

7. Workforce Reporting has been updated to default the To Address when running an Ad Hoc report. This is populated with the email address of the
currently logged in user. [#23164]

8. The Room Assignment page has been updated to allow reviewing of other people in the room who can then be moved out of the room. This
option is available on all assignment types. [#23265]

9. The Workflow Task Panel Advanced Search has been updated to search the entire content of Generic Requests, not just the Short Description
shown on the Task Panel. [#23253]

10. The Carrier Booking API has been updated with a version 2. This version has a separate endpoint and also enables third-party error messages to
be sent to SAM. Note this endpoint is only available as a REST API.

Please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk for updated documentation on how to use this endpoint.

11. The Bulk Profile Update has been updated to allow processing to continue even if there is a warning to the user.

12. The Confirmation message when running rosters has been updated to indicate if the room is different between what is being run and the
travelers profile. [#23269]

13. Workforce Report SRF336 Automation Processing KPI has been updated to include the Reason for Travel from the Workflow request. The
Reason a request was not able to be processed is also included. [#23562, # 23573]

14. Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest has been updated with the ability to run the report based on the Employer or Department of the
passengers. [#23571]

15. Workforce Report SRF114 Transport Manifest has been updated to allow running based on the Department of passengers. [#23571]

16. Workforce Report SRF255 Automated Booking Status has been updated to include bookings which have been cancelled in SAM when the
External Booking Status is Failed.

17. The Carrier Booking API has been updated with the ability to update the capacity of a transport. Note this is only available as a REST API.

Please contact Vix Resources Helpdesk for any questions and updated documentation.

18. Virtual Pages in Workflow have been updated to allow the page to only be available for Administrators.

19. Workforce Report SRF255 Automated Booking Status has been updated to show error messages if provided by the third party integration.
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Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where having more than one report open in Internet Explorer 11 could result in random characters being displayed on screen.

[#22966]

2. Fixed an issue with the Send SMS page in SAM where it was possible to send a message twice. The Send Message button has been updated to be
inactive while the message is in the process of being sent. [#23398]

3. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF287 Resource Transport Audit did not include the transport code for the bookings.

4. Fixed an issue where updating the number of seats on a transport was not promoting waitlists. [#23556]

5. Fixed an issue where the SAM Parameter ClearBookingReferenceOnReschedule would not remove the Booking Reference from the new
transport when completing a reschedule in SAM.

6. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF241 Profile Change Audit where duplicate rows could be included.

7. Fixed an issue where the Workflow Task Panel would show incorrect Days Away after reassigning a document to another group. [#23651]

8. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel where the OUT transport may not be populated for roster runs. [#23346]

9. Fixed an issue where removing OUT/IN Bookings in Folio would incorrectly remove transports not being affected which caused issues with third
party transport integration. [#23727]

10. Fixed an issue where promotion of waitlists may not remove the person from the Transport | Waitlist | Maintain page if there was an issue with
their room, this may have confirmed the traveler onto their desired transport. [#23697]

11. Fixed an issue where the Transport Search Popup in Workflow was not highlighting fully booked and overbooked transports when Pending
Requests were included in the search results. [#23703]

12. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF192 Accommodation Arrivals where the departing occupant was not marked as the room owner.
[#23701]

13. Fixed an issue where Folio Leave Requests could not be created if the booking attributes (Department, Cost Code, Employer) had been made
inactive in SAM.

14. Fixed an issue where profile changes could be attributed to the incorrect user if only certain fields on the profile were updated.

15. Fixed an issue where changing a persons people type would reset their roster even though they were still eligible to have a roster run. [#23671]
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